Manage water Wisely

Balance your soil Moisture account.

The objective of managing water wisely in the landscape is to keep just the right balance of oxygen and water so that plants look great, stay healthy, and the soil microbes are kept awake cycling nutrients. When oxygen and water are in balance within the soil, the amount of water that is lost through evapotranspiration (ET) is just like writing a check for water out of the soil bank account (see p. 32).

Rain and irrigation deposit water into the soil checking account. The trick is to make sure not to apply more water than is needed in dry months, and to hold on to rainwater in the wet months. Most people apply more irrigation water than their landscape really needs. The amount of wasted water can be greatly reduced by closely managing/adjusting the landscape water applied through irrigation.

How do we tell when the account is depleted? Smart irrigation controllers and landscape professionals are able to calculate this OR you can rely on using a soil moisture probe or even probing with your fingers.

Wet or Dry?

Use “digital” technology! Soil may appear dry on the surface, stick your finger into the soil and make sure it’s wet below. If it’s wet up to your second knuckle, it doesn’t need any more water, so wait another day or two. Alternatively, if you use a soil probe, you can feel the moisture in the soil and make a determination yourself. You can look at plant health to determine water need, but sometimes overwatering and underwatering will produce similar symptoms in plants.

**Underwatering Symptoms**
- Soil is bone dry
- Older leaves turn yellow or brown or drop
- Leaves are wilted
- Leaves curl and become brittle
- Stunted growth
- Plant is dead!

**Overwatering Symptoms**
- Soil is constantly saturated
- Leaves turn a lighter shade of green or turn yellow
- Young shoots are wilted
- Leaves are green yet brittle
- Algae and mushrooms are present
- Growth is excessive or stunted
- Plant is dead!